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Introduction 

Branislav Nušić (October 20, 1864, Belgrade, the 
Principality of Serbia – January 19,  1938, Belgrade, 
Yugoslavia) (Figure 1) was a Serbian writer, play-
wright, comedian, journalist, photographer, politi-
cian, diplomat, member of the Serbian Royal Acad-
emy, President of the Association of Yugoslav Play-
wrights, manager of the theaters in Belgrade, Novi 
Sad, Skopje and Sarajevo, member of the Radical 
party, a military volunteer in the Serbian - Bulgar-

ian war (1885) (Figure 2) and a convict sentenced 
to two years of prison in Požarevac, because of us-
ing “filthy language” (1888) (Figure 3) [1–6].

In 2010, the Post of Serbia issued an edition of 
postage stamps “Giants of Serbian Literature” and in 
honor of Branislav Nušić a post stamp with his image. 
The Post of Yugoslavia has also issued a post stamp 
with the image of Branislav Nušić (Figure 4). 

Also, in honor of the 150th birthday anniversary of 
the great Serbian writer Branislav Nušić, the National 
Library of Serbia digitized the greatest achievements 
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Summary
Introduction. Shortly after the discovery of X-rays, their practical 
application in the clinical practice became the object of interest of 
many non-medical individuals. One of them was the famous Serbian 
writer, Branislav Nušić. This paper presents the life and work of 
Branislav Nušić, as well as his article: “Roentgen’s Photography” 
which was published in the journal “Politics” (July 8, 1906; Nº 892, 
p. 3), under the alias Ben Akiba, in the Cyrillic script. The life and 
work of Branislav Nušić. Alchiviadi Nuşa, later Branislav Nušić 
(1864 - 1938) was a great Serbian literate, playwright, journalist, 
photographer, politician, diplomat, member of the Serbian Royal 
Academy, President of the Association of Yugoslav Playwrights, 
manager of the theaters in Belgrade, Novi Sad, Skopje and Sarajevo, 
and a military volunteer in the Serbian - Bulgarian war (1885). 
“Roentgen’s Photography”. The author wrote this text in his own 
way, the only way he could and knew, vividly and wittily. He knew 
about the great power and strength of X-ray radiation, and he wrote 
of his knowledge in this short story. Without Branislav Nušić, the 
history of Serbian radiology would be poorer for not seeing the X-
rays by the eyes of an educated, intelligent and, above all, humorous 
writer. Conclusion. Branislav Nušić, alongside Nikola Tesla, Mi-
hajlo Pupin Idvorski, Dr. Abraham Vinaver, and all past and present 
Serbian radiologists, has become an essential and memorable link 
in the chain of the history of the Serbian radiology. 
Key words: Famous Persons; History of Medicine; Radiology; 
Radiography; X-Rays; Medicine in Literature

Sažetak
Uvod. Rendgenski zraci, vrlo brzo posle otkrivanja i praktične 
primene u kliničkoj praksi, postaju predmet interesovanja i 
nemedicinskih poslenika. Jedan od njih je i čuveni srpski 
književnik Branislav Nušić. Radom se predstavlja život i delo 
Branislava Nušića kao i njegov tekst pod naslovom “Rentgenova 
fotografija”, objavljen u listu “Politika” (8. jul 1906; No 892, str. 
3) pod pseudonimom Ben Akiba, na ćiriličnom pismu. Život i 
rad  Branislava Nušića. Alkibijad Nuša (Alchiviadi Nuşa), kas-
nije Branislav Nušić (1864–1938) bio je veliki srpski književnik, 
dramski pisac, novinar, fotograf, političar, diplomata, član Srpske 
kraljevske akademije, predsednik Udruženja jugoslovenskih 
dramskih pisaca, upravnik pozorišta u Beogradu, Novom Sadu, 
Skoplju i Sarajevu, ratnik dobrovoljac u Srpsko-bugarskom ratu 
(1885). “Rentgenova fotografija”. Autor je napisao tekst na svoj 
način, kako je samo on mogao i znao, projektovano i duhovito. 
Znao je za veliku moć i snagu rendgenskog zračenja, te znanje 
pretočio u ovu kratku priču. Bez Branislava Nušića istorija srpske 
radiologije bila bi siromašnija za viđenje X-zračenja očima obra-
zovanog, pronicljivog i nadasve, duhovitog kniževnika. 
Zaključak. Rame uz rame sa Nikolom Teslom, Mihajlom Idvor-
skim Pupinom, dr Avramom Vinaverom i svim srpskim radi-
olozima prošlosti i sadašnjosti, Nušić je postao bitna i neizbrisiva 
alka u lancu istorije srpske radiologije. 
Ključne reči: poznate osobe; istorija medicine; radiologija; 
radiografija; X-zraci; medicina u literaturi
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of this distinguished playwright. Digital editions of 
twenty-five Nušić’s books published by Geca Kon, are 
part of the Digital Library of the National Library of 
Serbia. Four titles have a searchable text, and audio 
recordings are being prepared, so that Nušić’s books 
will be available to blind and visually impaired persons 
for the first time. Digital copies of Nušić are available 
at: www.digitalna.nb.rs/sf/NBS/Knjige/II_4042 [6].

The life and work of Branislav Nušić     

Branislav Nušić was born in a Cincar family. His 
father Đorđe, who was a cereal merchant, and his 
mother Ljubica, named him Alkibijad Nuša (Al-
chiviadi Nuşa). When he was eighteen, he changed 
his name into Branislav Nušić. He spent his child-
hood in Smederevo, where his family moved after 
the bankruptcy of his father. He finished his ele-
mentary school and two grades of high school in 
Smederevo, and graduated in Belgrade. Nušić start-
ed his law studies in Graz, and continued in Bel-
grade, where he graduated from the Law School of 
the University of Belgrade  in 1886 [1–3].

He wrote his first comedy “A Member of Parlia-
ment” at the age of nineteen. 

Apart from writing under his real name, he also 
wrote under an alias - Ben Akiba. 

After publishing his controversial poem “Two 
Slaves” (1887) in the Daily Gazette, King Milan 
ordered his arrest in 1888. Branislav Nušić was sen-
tenced to two years of prison, but after spending 
one year in Požarevac, at the request of his father, 
he was pardoned. After imprisonment, King Milan 
and the Minister of Foreign Affairs awarded him 
with a position in civil service, where he spent ten 
years as a clerk of Serbian consulates in Bitola, Sko-
pje, Thessaloniki, Serres and Priština, then part of 
the Ottoman Empire [1–3].

In 1900, Nušić was appointed as a Secretary of 
the Ministry of Education, Head of the Art Depart-
ment of the Ministry of Education (1918), Head 
Dramaturge of the National Theatre in Belgrade 
(1902), Head of the Serbian National Theatre in Novi 
Sad (1904), Head of the Sarajevo National Theatre 
(1927). He was the founder of the Theatre in Skopje 
(1913), Children’s Theatre in Novi Sad (1904) and 
“Stork Theatre” in Belgrade, today the theatre 
“Boško Buha”. He became a full member of the Ser-
bian Royal Academy on February 10, 1933 [1–6].

Branislav Nušić made a great contribution to the 
beginnings and development of Serbian photogra-
phy. His knowledge and work in photography was 
truly a work of a pioneer, cultural, theoretical, in-
novative and creative.  

His major works are: 

Figure 1. Branislav Nušić, alias Alchiviadi Nuşa, alias 
Ben Akiba
Slika 1. Branislav Nušić, alias Alkibijad Nuša (Alchivia-
di Nuşa), alias Ben Akiba

Figure 2. Corporal Branilsav Nušić in the Serbian-Bul-
garian War
Slika 2. Desetar Branilsav Nušić u Srpsko-bugarskom ratu
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Comedies: A Member of the Parliament (1883), A 
Suspicious Person (1887), Favoritism (1889), An Ordi-
nary Man (1899), The Publicity (1906), Travel Around 
the World (1910), The Cabinet Minister’s Wife (1929), 
Mister Dollar (1932), SYEW - Society of Yugoslav 
Emancipated Women (1933), Bereaved Family (1935), 
PhD (1936), The Deceased (1938), Never Despair, Au-
thority (unfinished), Đole Kermit (unfinished);

 – Novels: County’s Child (1902), The Outlaws 
(1933), The 1915th (1920), Autobiography (1924);

 – Dramas: Offing (1901), It Had to Be This 
Way, Autumn Rain (1907), Behind God’s Back 
(1910), Rental Fee, Ignoramus;

 – Short stories: Political Rival, Eulogy, Class, 
The Corporal’s Stories; Photography (1906), Roent-; Photography (1906), Roent-Roent-
gen’s Photography (1906);

 – Tragedies: Prince Ivo of Semberia , Hodža-
Loja, Foundling;

 – Textbook: A Discourse on Rhetorics;
 – Travelogue: Kosovo, Description of the 

Country and People [1–6]; 
 – Poems: Two Slaves.

Branislav Nušić was a holder of the Order of St. 
Sava - I grade (Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and 
Slovenes), Order of Prince Danilo I - IV degree 
(Kingdom of Montenegro), Order of St. Sava - IV 
grade (Kingdom of Serbia), and the Order of the 
White Eagle - V class (Kingdom of Serbs, Croats 
and Slovenes) (Figure 5) [5].

“Roentgen’s Photography” by Branislav Nušić

Shortly after the discovery of X-rays, their prac-
tical application in the clinical practice became the 
object of interest of many non-medical individu-
als. One of them was the famous Serbian writer 
Branislav Nušić. His article: “Roentgen’s Photogra-
phy”, was published in the journal “Politics” (July 
8, 1906, No 892, p. 3) under the alias Ben Akiba, in 
the Cyrillic script, in a column From Belgrade Life 
(Figure 6) [8]. 

Not much is known how Branislav Nušić wrote 
and published the story about X-ray radiation. His 
godfather, a photographer Milan Jovanović, made 
a photo of Branislav Nušić. Branislav Nušić signed 
his name at the beginning and at the end of the 
story “Roentgen’s Photography” and wrote his say-
ing: “My humor provokes laughter and softens the 
hardships of life”.

Branislav Nušić wrote this text in his own way, 
the only way he could and knew, vividly and wit-
tily. He begins the story “Roentgen’s Photography”: 

Figure 3. Branislav Nušić serving a prison sentence in 
Požarevac
Slika 3. Branislav Nušić na odsluženju zatvorske kazne 
u Požarevcu

Figure 4. Branislav Nušić on a postage stamp of the Post 
Office of Yugoslavia
Slika 4. Branislav Nušić na poštanskoj marki koju je 
izdala Pošta Jugoslavije
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“So now even we have installed a roentgen photog-
raphy in Belgrade. This is the novelty that newspa-
pers reported about a few days ago. It was about 
time we got an X-ray machine, because we took 
enough pictures of our looks, and it is time we be-
gan taking pictures of our inner selves” [8]. 

It was an excellent beginning for a story. A few 
sentences in the first paragraph reveal everything 
and he says:

 – Belgrade got the first X-ray machine in July 
1906; 

 – The news was published in all newspapers in 
the city, including “Politics”; 

 – Roentgen’s Photography is the name for a ra-
diograph. Branislav Nušić was not far from the true 
name, because he was the one of the first Serbian 
photographers and a press photographer of that time; 

 – Capture - Branislav Nušić’s word for radiog-
raphy, the word “radio-paint” that we radiologists 
often use in jargon; 

 – Of course, Branislav Nušić would not be true to 
himself, if he did not use the power of this scientific 
discovery to ridicule the society - “it is time we began 
taking pictures of our inner selves”.

We can see that he knew the power and strength 
of X-ray radiation well, and that this scientific dis-
covery was a great novelty for Serbs from the fol-
lowing: “It will have endless practical consequenc-
es. Imagine this: ....” [8]. 

As the story develops, Nušić is describing sev-
eral persons from the urban environment, trying to 
ridicule human weaknesses, greed, love, and to 

make things even funnier, he tries to visualize and 
show them on “roentgen photography”.

Nušić begins with a description of love between 
Mr. Živko and Ms. Stanka, arranged by the match-
maker Savka, which is confirmed, magnified, and 
visualized by a “roentgen photo”. Thus, Ms. Stanka 
says to Ms. Savka - I would like to have the gentleman’s 
roentgen images...just to see if his heart is empty” [8]. 

The story continues: “Imagine now if X-rays 
were used during proposals and falling in love...and 
lovers could take X-rays…for example, Ms. Dana 
takes a heart X-ray and the roentgen photography 
shows the entire 25th Class of Military Academy, in 
her heart…” And concludes: “If we now start “tak-
ing pictures”, who knows what we will find in eve-
ryone of us under the roentgen rays” [8]. 

The text continues: “... if Mr. Jova Zdravković 
takes an X-ray, just his stomach will be visible. Eve-
rything else, the heart and the soul, will be transpar-
ent and will not appear on the image, and only the 
stomach will be seen, beautifully painted”. Or, for 

Figure 5. Branislav Nušić is a holder of the Order of St. 
Sava - I grade (Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes), 
Order of Prince Danilo I - IV degree (Kingdom of Mon-
tenegro), Order of St. Sava - IV grade (Kingdom of Ser-
bia) and the Order of the White Eagle - V class (King-White Eagle - V class (King-
dom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes)
Slika 5. Branislav Nušić je nosilac Ordena Svetog Save 
- I reda (Kraljevine Srba, Hrvata i Slovenaca), Ordena 
Kneza Danila I - IV stepena (Kraljevine Crne Gore), 
Ordena Svetog Save - IV reda (Kraljevina Srbija) i Or-
dena belog orla – V klase (Kraljevina Srba, Hrvata i 
Slovenaca)

Figure 6. “Roentgen’s Photography” by Ben Akiba. The 
beginning and the end of the story published in the Jour-
nal Politics, No. 892, page 3
Slika 6. „Rentgenova fotografija”, pisac: Ben Akiba. 
Početak i kraj priče objavljene u dnevnom listu „Poli-
tika“, broj 892, str. 3.  
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example, Ms. Olga takes an X-ray, and the image 
does not show a single drop of blood, and then you 
can see why she never blushes when someone de-
clares love to her” [8]. 

So, for transparency Nušić uses the word “trans-
parent”, of course, to describe a translucent and emp-
ty soul of Mr. Jovan Zdravković, who is probably 
obese and who thinks only of food and insensitivity 
of Ms Olga. At the same time, in this part of the story 
Nušić shows the importance of centering the object in 
radiography: “only the stomach will be seen, beauti-
fully painted”; in this way Nušić enters the sphere of 
the “Fundamentals of roentgenography”. 

Nušić further wrote: “Or, for example, master 
Pera, who complains of some stomach cramps since 
his youth, takes an X-ray. The image of master Pera 
is transparent, but in one corner of his stomach a 
coin can be seen... since 1875, everything becomes 
clear. While he was an apprentice of master Sava…
he took it and put into his mouth as in a cashbox...
saving like that three of four dinars per month” [8]. 

Nušić continues the story: “... Let’s say, Ms. 
Nata, a young girl who has just turned seventeen, 
has stomach ache. She is cured in different ways…. 
and someone counsels her to take an X-ray. An X-
ray is taken ... .she is all transparent like every little 
girl at sixteen should be... There is nothing to be 
seen in the image, just one little love letter: 

My dearest, 
I received your letter 
Receive my heart 
I love you immensely 
I love you strongly, faithfully
                         Yours, Mita.

The thing becomes immediately clear... her father 
came in ... and she swallowed it. As an experienced 
doctor for the soul, Nušić concludes: “She always knew 
the cause for her stomach cramps, and now it is clear 
to her father, clear that the child is not only suffering 
from stomach ache, but also from heart ache” [8].

The last paragraph of the article particularly 
stands out, and is the final word of Branislav Nušić: 
“It is a good thing, the X-ray photography, but I 
would rather not take a photo. What I am, and what 
I had to swallow during my life, and what I carried 
in my heart all my life; well, thank you very much, 
but I’d rather not show it all in one picture” [8].

We will add to this Nušić’s article the great ac-
complishments of our doctors and scientists: 

 – Nikola Tesla published ten papers on X-radia-
tion from March 11, 1896  to August 11, 1897, and laid 
the basic principles of radiology and first proved the 
harmfulness of X-radiation on human body [7, 9];

 – Mihajlo Pupin began his research on X-rays 
right after their discovery; he studied X-fluoroscopy 
and shortening the exposure to X-rays in February 
1896 [7, 10].

 – In 1899, at the initiative of the engineer Đorđe 
Stojanović, the first X-rays were applied in the High 
School in Belgrade. 

 – In 1900, Dr. Avram Vinaver installed the first 
X-ray machine in Šabac, at the time when many 
developed countries of the world did not have X-ray 
machines, and wrote the first papers on the applica-
tion of X-rays [7, 11]; 

 – Dr. Nikola Krstić (1905) made the first roent-
genogram; it was the roentgenogram of the king 
Petar I Karađorđević’s hand [12].

These are the works, assembled and blended like 
puzzles into the first Serbian X-ray image, which is 
the first and real foundation of radiology in Serbia.

Conclusion 

In this paper, the authors showed the life and 
work of Branislav Nušić, as well as his short story 
entailed “Roentgen’s Photography”, published in the 
journal “Politics” (July 8, 1906, No 892, p. 3), under 
the alias Ben Akiba. The story is written in the 
Cyrillic script. At that time, such a story could not 
have been written by any other playwright and 
writer of the world than Branislav Nušić himself. 

The story “Roentgen’s Photography” reveals 
Branislav Nušić to our and world public as a great 
promoter of world scientific discovery of roentgen 
radiation. Branislav Nušić, alongside Nikola Tesla, 
Mihajlo Pupin Idvorski, Dr. Abraham Vinaver, and 
all past and present Serbian radiologists, has be-
come an essential and memorable link in the chain 
of the history of the Serbian of radiology.

We brought the story “Roentgen’s Photography” 
from oblivion to the light; we were also the first to 
include Branislav Nušić into the Serbian history of ra-
diology.
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